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using the most humble
gear. While it’s easy to
YOU CAN TRAVEL WITH THE NEWEST WHIZ-BANGERY,
spend small fortunes
on cycling and camping
BUT RIDING ON THE CHEAP CAN BE HALF THE FUN
gear — not to mention
airfare, rental cars, lodging, food, and more —
with planning and ingenuity, the most exotic
cycling trips can occur on the smallest of budgets.
Purpose-built gear can certainly save a few
ounces and generally works well, but the specificity of their design usually sees the price rise
accordingly. As a bikepacker, some of my greatest
gear-related successes have come as a result of
looking outside the bicycle touring world for inspiration. Backpackers, for instance, have sought
to carry fewer items and less weight since the
dawn of bipedal travel.
We reached out to several experienced bicycle
travelers for their favorite tips, tricks, and gear. In
speaking with our panel, Nicholas Carman most
succinctly captured the scope of advice when he
said, “You only need shelter, clothing, a bike, and
a method of carrying your luggage. Leave the rest
at home.”
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it frugality or dirtbagging or cheapskatism.
CthatallBetter
yet, call it make-do courage — the stuff
leads to amazing journeys accomplished

LIDO VIZZUTTI

Tyvek fabric is one option for a sew-your-ownstyle framebag. This one-off example was custom
made for us by Colorado’s J. Paks (jpaks.com).
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Less than $5 can get you a windshield sunshade, a
cheap alternative to expensive inflatable sleeping
pads. Ford or Chevy logo definitely optional.

Nicholas Carman
“Consider an ultralight summer
sleeping pad. I’m currently using a 99cent insulated windshield sunshade as a
sleeping pad. Lael (Wilcox, the women’s
Tour Divide record holder, see page 60)
has been using a $5 foam pad for the past
year. These don’t compete with expensive
pads for comfort, but they’ll never leave
you deflated and are lighter than any
inflatable pads on the market.
“Prepare your own luggage. You don’t
even have to own a sewing machine to
do this. Use waterproof drybags to pack
your gear and attach them to the bike
with gear straps. You will probably be
able to attach one drybag to the handlebars and one under the saddle. Avoid
thin, ultralight bags for this purpose as it
is better to have a little structure. Nylon
straps are easy to find at most outdoor
stores and serve a variety of uses on the
bike. Rubberized ski straps are favored
by many riders for extra security. If your
bike already has a rear rack and you’re
looking to get off-pavement or save some
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weight, strap a large drybag to the top
of the rack surface. When you’re ready
to commit to purpose-built bikepacking
gear, you’ll appreciate the details and the
convenience.”
Nicholas Carman has contributed to
Adventure Cyclist and also blogs at
gypsybytrade.wordpress.com. Carman
resides in Alaska and has toured in Africa,
Europe, Eastern Europe, Ukraine, Greece, the
Middle East, and Mexico.
Kurt Refsnider
“Choose your box wisely. If flying, pack
your bike in a box that doesn’t look like a
bike box. With airlines now charging upwards of $150 per bike ( just because it’s a
bike), it can be very worthwhile spending
some extra time to disassemble your bike
as much as possible to fit it into a smaller,
nondescript cardboard box.
“Camp. Spend nights in a tent or under
the stars rather than paying for a room. If
you’re not on public land, ask locals where
you can camp. Hospitality toward bike
travelers is often quite generous. Some

small towns also allow cyclists to camp in
their city parks.
“Shop in grocery stores and at markets.
Buy food for a few days at a time in larger
towns and stock up on staples in bulk —
rice, noodles, dried potatoes, etc. Then
pick up other supplemental provisions
along the way in smaller towns where
food generally costs more.”
Kurt Refsnider has won the Tour Divide,
Coconino Loop, and Arizona Trail 300 and
750 races. He has toured all over the world
and recently coauthored The Bikepacker’s
Guide (salsacycles.com/culture/
introducing_the_bikepackers_guide).
Scott Morris
“Well, I guess I’d say the best way to
save money for bikepacking trips is to
not obsess about gear. That means bike
and components as well as bikepacking
‘kit.’ As long as someone’s bike is mostly
functional, it will do. There are only a
couple of key pieces of kit. Number one is
a lightweight sleeping bag. Hard to pack
and carry something that is too big and
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bulky. Number two is a seat bag. Hard to
carry enough otherwise.
“That said, I’ve toured thousands of
singletrack miles without a seat bag (so I
can use a dropper seatpost, mainly). The
simple way to carry a sleeping bag not in
a backpack is to just strap it to the bars
with two $1 compression straps.”
Scott Morris is the founder of Topofusion
and, along with Estzer Horyani, is the first to
complete a through-ride of the Continental
Divide Trail on a bike.

Drink beer. Modify can.
Cook food. There are
worse ways to live.

Joe Meiser
“You don’t need expensive gear, and
sometimes the best is the least expensive.
“Make your own alcohol stove and
cookset. Popular ‘Penny Stove’ designs
can be found easily on the internet. Alcohol is available at nearly all gas stations. I
have made cookpots from beer cans and
used Glad brand disposable containers as
drinking and eating vessels.
“Use Tyvek for ground cloths and
tarps. It is light, durable, weather resistant, and more affordable than super-light
camping gear.”
Joe Meiser has raced the Tour Divide,
holds an illustrious results list in gravel races,
and explores obscure off-road routes that
would scare off most sane people. In his day
job as Salsa’s senior product manager, he
helps determine the future of adventure bikes.
Phillip Benningfield
“To save on food, always buy in bulk
and ship ahead. Buy cases of bars, big
bags of nuts, and sodas or electrolyte
drinks ahead of time, and portion it out
along the long haul instead of buying $4
to $10 bags of nuts and $3 Gatorades at
convenience stores. Have friends meet
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you if that is part of your trip and get
needed supplies that have been purchased. Ask people to feed you!
“Buy all hot food, sandwiches, burritos, nuts, etc. at grocery stores (go to big
chain stores and pass on super-expensive
health food stores) instead of eating out

in restaurants. Both a massive time-saver,
and no need to pay twice the cost and a
tip in each town you ride through.”
Phillip Benningfield has toured off road
since long before the term “bikepacking”
was popular. He owns a coffee shop, Cafe
Dawn, with his wife in Salida, Colorado, the

crossroads of the Great Divide Mountain Bike
Route and the Colorado Trail.
Karen Brooks
“True dirtbag touring style calls for
little to no washing up. However, some
attention to hygiene is necessary to keep
you itch-free and un-ostracized by your
tour mates.
“First off, wear wool. You’ve heard all
about its wonders, but for long-distance
touring, the key benefit is that it’s naturally antibacterial. That means you can wear
the same wool jersey — even socks — for
multiple days. If you plan carefully and let
go of a reliance on Spandex shorts, you
can assemble one outfit to wear the entire
tour, with layers for changing conditions.
Plus, you can look like a badass from
cycling’s golden years.
“Likewise you only need one soap: Dr.
Bronner’s 18-in-1 Pure-Castille Soap. ‘Enjoy only 2 cosmetics, enough sleep & Dr.
Bronner’s Magic Soap…’ the bottle says.
With this hippie elixir, you can wash your
hands, your hair, your eating utensils,
and yes — you can brush your teeth with
it. I’d recommend using only a few drops
on your toothbrush, as any more can get
unpleasantly foamy. Dilute! Dilute!”
Karen Brooks was the founding editor of
Bicycle Times. Her coverage of the North
American Handbuilt Bicycle Show appeared
in the Dec. 2015/Jan. 2016 issue of Adventure Cyclist.

Frozen burritos are portable, cheap, ubiquitous
and — most importantly — delicious.

Brendan Leonard
“When my friend Tony asked me if
I wanted to ride across America with
him, I had lots of enthusiasm but very
little money, and I’d just crashed my only
road bike into a car in an alley in Denver,
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Dr. Bronner’s is
good for much
of what ails
you (or at least
makes you smell
so bad).
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bending the down tube. But I figured I
was going to be carrying 30 to 40 pounds
of gear in a trailer, so what does it matter
if my bike is light?
“I searched Craigslist until I found a
1988 Raleigh Team USA near Denver for
$100. It fit me, rode straight, and I had
all the components to swap over. It was
wonderfully adequate.
“I thought at the beginning of the trip
it was some sort of statement, proving
a used $100 bike can get you across the
country. It did, but along the Southern
Tier, I realized it wasn’t that much of a
statement. We met dozens of cyclists on
other not-very-flashy bikes, and we never
once talked about what we were riding.
We always talked about our experiences
because they were so much more important than our equipment, which I suppose
is really what I was trying to say with that
$100 bike.”
Brendan Leonard wrote about his
cross-country ride in the April 2011 issue of
Adventure Cyclist. He is also the voice of
semi-rad.com.

